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Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) can't be seen, therefore it is hard to imagine they would have an impact on our health
and wellness. However, the data outlined in this expose shows us that nothing could be further from the reality. The
more sensitive already are feeling the effects and finally everyone will end up being impacted. Dr. Plourde offers pulled
together the research that show the cells of your body work as antennas and are impacted by the continuous
bombardment of radio frequencies. Customers have embraced these technologies worldwide, as nowadays there are 7
billion wireless devices in operation. Cell phones, WiFi systems, electrical Wise meters, cell towers, and microwave relay
transmission stations are all having a cumulative affect on the our health and wellness. Health issues can be a lot more
common for people as radiation has a cumulative effect. Just how many are developing headaches, migraines, and
epidermis rashes that doctors cannot determine the reason? 3rd edition offers been revised, reformatted, and updated
from the very first edition with 100 brand-new pages of the most recent research.
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EMF Freedom Amazing book. It lists health supplements that are useful (and worked well!The effect on little ones brains,
nervous systems ought to be a crime,We have the meters to check on the house, found the Toaster oven to be the worst
up to now. Dr.When I tell people are shocked, but who has learned if indeed they will heed Dr. Elizabeth's
"Warning"!There is not one element of your life that electricity does not touch.Researched so thoroughly.The price of the
book, the changes in your lifestyle and that of your family is so cheap compared to the medical emotional and financial
costs of EMF Radiation Sickness.Protecting our kids, the unborn, older people, so important.Look in all of the sickness we
have, and doctors throw Rx's at people plus they don't help.Purchase this book as presents, tell everyone about any of
it. Plourde's research is thorough and informative.So don't delay, but this publication today, it may be there difference
between a birth defect, cancer, and a large number of other diseases that you do not want.Having to check the home
wiring, but our fears will be the outside EMF's.Order today for Christmas gifts. Excellent data on the subject of the EMF
(ElectroMagnetic Frequency) and EMR (ElectroMagnetic ...) and really explains the complete EMF situation
comprehensive from all angles. Robert Heinlein proposed these results in his 1942 brief story "Waldo". That is an
extremely important health issue affecting much of the world, specifically America in fact it is being ignored by the vast
majority of the medical fields.Thank you, Dr. This is amazing and shocking - everyone must know this information .. I
have EMF hypersensitivity and have scoured the internet for the past year looking for help. This is amazing and shocking
- everyone must know these details I am so pleased with what I really do that helps protect me out of this Helped me
personally immensely!. This book was one of many I purchased and was the most helpful as far as coping with the
physical aspects of the condition. Have suggested it daily to many. Excellent data on the subject of the EMF
(ElectroMagnetic Frequency) and EMR (ElectroMagnetic Radiation) and the effects and future projected effects about
our body. Highly recommend it. Five Stars Great and sobering intro to the detrimental power of EMF on the human body.
This book is highly informative for someone, myself, who has electro-magnetic sensitivity... Excllent and Important
Book.America best wake up and realize the damage, the sadness, the horrors of Electromagnetic Radiation
Sickness.Thanks Elizabeth for your tale, your dedication to helping others stay well, get well and audio the alarm. Easy to
understand and apply the information to help one's self and those you care about. Read it, it really is well worth the
read. Ployrde because of this updated version of your escellent research informative book! Five Stars Very informative
Easy to understand and apply the info to help one's .
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